
The Doorway from Which the Idiot Boy Laughs 
 
In the corner of the café called Vox, 
which closed and then violently opened with another name, 
the idiot is seated, watching the sidewalk.  
 
He holds a nail in his hands 
which he uses as an embroidery needle on his jeans.  
 
He sticks the nail into the denim 
and he pulls it out 
and he puts it into the blue denim 
and he pulls it out 
and he sticks it with rage into the fibers that rip 
and he pulls it out 
and he puts it back in 
and he pulls it out.  
 
He raises his empty eyes, 
sticks in that nail a bit rusted on its tip 
and pulls it out. 
 
The word “one moment” escapes from a television 
and crosses the doorway and the face of the idiot.  
 
He pulls out the nail from the frayed jeans, 
he puts it in and laughs, 
he laughs and pulls it out.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Inaudible Noises  
 
We left the microphone on all night 
in a desolate forest. 
 
The next day we played back the recording, 
but all we could hear was drawn-out static.   
It was like the metallic wind 
from a sterile planet.  
 
We played it faster;  
then there appeared low murmurings 
as if a conversation between two trees 
could reach from the fields 
towards Highway 2.  
 
We played it even faster, 
and the sounds grew  
like the conversations between two trees that grow 
and which one hears well, 
and with one’s head leaning against the wood, 
at some moment words like “mirror,” 
or “mirage,” seem to crack, 
and very slowly, words like 
“crosses,” “crosspieces,” 
“crossroads.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gas Pipes 
 
Someone, sometime, will enter the house 
and by clicking on the light switch 
everything will be blown to smithereens.  
 
Someone will craft the best poems 
but someone will also craft the worst.  
 
It’s amazing to watch the people in those plazas.  
From way up here they seem to go every which way. 
Their movement is like sperm 
when seen beneath a microscope.   
 
One must peer.  
Gazing into the piping is an exercise in beauty.  
The currents, why do they arrive?  
The frustration, why?  
 
Way back we used to read like animals that graze 
and pick the most tender grass.  
But after a while that stopped.  
Now we gobble up dry fodder, 
brittle leaves chewed out of boredom. 
And like those who leave the most loved house, 
we distance ourselves from bitter poetry.  
 
The flame is blue, aseptic,  
as if to make sure not even a miserable salamander 
can live within it.  
Now that the fires are cold, 
we await the genius, we live in shadows. 
 
Peering into a pipe is an exercise in beauty.  
The house will be empty, and for now 
one smells a gas leak. 
 
We won’t be lacking the stranger who arrives smoking.  
  
 
 
 
 



The Differences between My Father and Kerouac 
 
My father was born a year later, 
far away, nearly at the highway’s edge.  
 
However, Kerouac did not have a father 
born at high seas, like my grandfather.  
 
Why would he write poetry, my father. 
But Kerouac, both Catholic and Buddhist,  
exceeded the borders.   
 
Dad had a red bicycle: that meant traveling.  
 
Ugh! Both loathed communism.  
 
I believe that if some mysterious accident 
would have landed them both at the table of some bar 
they would have laughed a lot.  
 
Yet my father got drunk 
only once his entire life.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Careful with Reality 
 
This is a real landscape.  
Things happen as if underwater, 
noises, your voice, those motors 
hauling heavy cargo on the highway, 
the breathing of the traffic signal, a light, 
the ivy clenching the night, 
other round lights from the plaza, 
the dense halo around every object, as if anointed, 
and the columns beneath the humidity of a sky 
where each step thunders.  
 
It’s a place so real 
everything appears  
as if it existed twice. 
 
There is no void, 
the excess of material doesn’t leave a spot to breathe, 
and so anything, 
beneath the broken light from those branches, 
in the warm depths of that urban swamp, 
anything , I repeat, turns into a fish.   
 
It’s a landscape too real, 
although a glass pane separates us 
from rubbing of daily contact, 
although we’re seated before 
the world which, at any moment, 
disintegrates from the slightest blackout.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Odors of the Town 
 
The odor of the rain-drenched dog.  
The odor of hot stew at the blacksmith’s house.  
The odor and weight of wet clothes.  
The odor of recently mown grass.  
The odor of kerosene from Bram Metal stoves.  
 
The odor of grease on the train-tracks.  
The odor of jasmine on hot nights.  
The odor of the sky, which falls.  
The odor of enclosure emitted from this dark room.  
 
The odor of the new car.  
The odor of the lurching down the road.  
The odor of the moral scale.  
The odor of lime blossom tea.  
 
The odor of spiritual exhaustion.  
The odor of the small bottle of cognac.  
 
The odor of trash in the dishwasher’s syphon.  
 
The odor of God, 
when he starts falling apart, and doesn’t stop. 
 
The odor of the void.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


